The key question of this study is: How long should the length of customer event history be for customer churn prediction? While most studies in predictive churn modeling aim to improve models by data augmentation or algorithm improvement, this study focuses on a another dimension: time window optimization with respect to predictive performance. This paper first presents a formalization of the time window selection strategy, along with a literature review. Next, using logistic regression, classification trees and bagging in combination with classification trees, this study analyzes the improvement in churn-model performance by extending customer event history from 1 to 16 years. The results show that, after the 5th additional year, predictive performance is only marginally increased, meaning that the company in this study can discard 69% of its data with almost no decrease in predictive performance. The practical implication is that analysts can substantially decrease datarelated burdens, such as data storage, preparation and analysis. This is particularly valuable in times of big data where decreasing computational complexity is paramount.
Introduction
To cope with the fierce competition in their business environments, companies are increasingly focusing on analytical Customer Relationship Management (CRM) (Reinartz & Kumar, 2002) . Within CRM, churn management has received most of the attention because it has been shown that retaining customers is several times more profitable than acquiring new ones (Reinartz & Kumar, 2003; Reichheld & Sasser, 1990) . As such, companies are realizing that their most valuable asset is their customer base (Athanassopoulos, 2000) .
From an analytical viewpoint, churn management consists of (1) predicting which customers are going to churn and (2) evaluating which action is most effective in retaining these customers (Hung, Yen & Wang, 2006) . Especially the former has attracted a lot of research. These churn-prediction studies typically use two strategies to improve model performance: an algorithm-based strategy and a databased strategy (Baecke & Van den Poel, 2010) . The former consists in evaluating multiple algorithms on given data and improving or inventing algorithms. The latter consists in augmenting the existing database with new data sources. From an algorithm-based perspective, CRM has evolved from using RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary) models, over classifiers such as logistic regression and decision trees (McCarty & Hastak, 2007) , to more recent advanced techniques such as random forests (Larivière & Van den Poel, 2005) , neural networks (Zahavi & Levin, 1997) and support vector machines (Shin & Cho, 2006) . From a data-based perspective, CRM has evolved from including geographical data (Steenburgh, Ainsle & Engbretson, 2003) , over consumer network data (Hill, Provost & Volinsky, 2006) , to clickstream (Van den Hu & Zhong, 2008) and survey data (Baecke & Van den Poel, 2011) .
Although the data and algorithm dimensions are very important, they constitute only two out of three components of the modeling problem. The third component, the time window, remains thus far underresearched (see fig. 1 ).
Fig. 1. Three dimensions of predictive modeling
While data and algorithm strategies are often, but not exclusively, focused on adding to the computational burden by feeding more data to the model or by estimating more parameters, time window-based strategies focuses on the opposite. If the analyses show that the added value of an extra year of data is marginal, this data could be discarded. Researchers have already noted that obtaining accurate predictions is a costly process of gathering, storing, cleaning, preparing and analyzing data (e.g. Malthouse & Derenthal, 2008) . In that regard, Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt (2010) underline that striking a good balance between model building efficiency and model accuracy is desirable. Hence this study intends to fill this gap in extant literature by investigating how time window selection influences model performance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First we'll elaborate on time window configurations in order to formalize the time window-based strategy for model improvement and provide a literature review of studies that use this strategy. Second, in the methodology section, the data, time window, techniques, variables and model performance metrics will be discussed. Third, we provide a discussion of the results. Fourth, a conclusion will be formulated and practical implications will be elaborated on. Finally, limitations and directions for future research are given.
Time window-based strategy for model improvement
Predictive modeling refers to learning the relationship between data that are observed in a period (or window) that ends before a certain point in time and data that is observed in a period that starts after the same point in time. The former period is called the independent, predictors or explanatory period, or customer event history, and the latter is called the dependent or response period. In between these two periods, there's often a gap, sometimes called the retention period, which is meant to serve as a practical or operational period for organizing the actual CRM actions before customers exhibit the focal response behavior (Wei & Chiu, 2002) .
For model estimation purposes, we provide a formalization of different types of windows. A window type can be defined by the variability of the length of the window: constant (C) or variable (V). Given the three time windows in one configuration, the predictors period, the operational period and the response period, there are theoretically 8 possible configurations (not all configurations may be practically useful). The configuration are displayed in fig. 2 .
For model validation purposes, configurations do not change themselves, but their point in time. While fixed (F) point validation uses data from the same point in time, sliding (O) point validation uses data from a different point in time.
Fig.2. Window configurations
Literature on time windows is scarce but there are some notable studies. Wei and Chiu (2002) contribute to literature by estimation models with varying length of the operational period and validating it at the same point in time (CVCF). Several other authors opt for a pure validation focus in an S configuration: Zahavi & Levin (1997) and Neslin, Gupta, Kamakura, Lu & Mason (2006) build a predictive model with one period ahead, Wei and Chiu (2002) build a model with two periods ahead and Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt (2010) go up to three periods in order to assess the staying power of their models.
A pure F configuration can be considered the baseline validation configuration and is well represented in literature (see for example Coussement, Benoit & Van den Poel, 2010; Larivière & Van den Poel, 2005) .
To the best of our knowledge, all other configurations are not represented in literature. The purpose of this paper is to investigate one configuration, the VCCF configuration. The reason for this choice is that investigating this configuration answers one of today's most thorny questions, namely how to lower the computational burden in expert systems in a world where data is growing at an exponential rate (Manyika , Chui, Brown, Bughin, Dobbs, Roxburgh & Byers, 2011, p16) .
More formally, the research question of this study is: Do different lengths of the customer event history result in different predictive model performance? In other words: How long is long enough in terms of the predictors period? 3 Methodology
Data and time windows
We analyze the entire customer database of a newspaper company. All the customers active at the end of the explanatory period are included in the analysis (n = 129,892 of which 75% for estimation and 25% for validation). The churn rate for the estimation and validation is respectively 11.15% and 11.47%. The price customers have to pay depends on the length of the subscription and the promotional context. The newspaper company sends a letter to remind them that they are approaching the end of the subscription and to ask them whether they want to renew their subscription, along with instructions on how to do that. Customers cannot cancel the subscription and they have a four-week grace period once their subscription has lapsed. As such churn prediction involves predicting whether the customer will or will not renew his or her subscription in the four-week period following the end of the subscription. 
Techniques
In churn literature, the two most commonly used analytical techniques are logistic regression and classification trees (Neslin, Gupta, Kamakura, Lu & Mason, 2006; Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt, 2010) . The performance of the two techniques is very similar (Levin and Zahavi, 2001; Neslin, Gupta, Kamakura, Lu & Mason, 2006) , and depends on a multitude of factors such as the normality of the data, the number of categorical variables, the size of the training sample and the signal-to-noise ratio (Perlich, Provost & Simonoff, 2004; King, Feng & Sutherland, 1995) .
Several more advanced techniques have been used in the marketing literature, such as random forests (Larivière & Van den Poel, 2005) , rotation-based ensemble methods (De Bock & Van den Poel, 2011) and neural networks (Zahavi & Levin, 1997) , but their application is still relatively limited due to the increase in complexity (for an extensive literature review we refer to Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt, 2010) . In this regard, Neslin, Gupta, Kamakura, Lu & Mason (2006) found that 68% of techniques in a modeling contest for practitioners and academics were logistic regressions or classification trees.
More recently, classification trees have been shown to benefit from aggregation methods. Bagging, or bootstrap aggregating, consists in estimating a model on a multitude of bootstrap samples which results in multiple predictions for each customer. The final prediction equals the mean of all predictions (Breiman, 1996; Lemmens & Croux, 2006) . While bagging substantially increases the predictive performance of classification trees, Perlich, Provost & Simonoff (2004) show that this is not the case for logistic regression. It is argued that the reason for this difference is that logit has less sample sensitivity than classifications trees and hence averaging the predictions from the models on different bootstrap samples will have less of an effect (Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt, 2010) . Van den Poel & Prinzie (2008) try to "solve" the latter issue for logit by also randomly selecting subsets of predictors.
In sum, logistic regression and classification trees are widely used by practitioners and academics and bagging is a simple approach to increase the predictive performance of classification techniques.
We used CHAID (Chi-squared automatic interaction detection) (Kass, 1980) and not CART (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen & Stone, 1984) as the method of classication tree construction. Haughton & Oulabi (1993) assert that the best solution to choose between CART and CHAID is to compare the results and choose the best. In some preliminary testing, CHAID outperformed CART so we continued our analyses with the former. To avoid overfitting in CHAID we tried multiple minimum node sizes required for splitting. To avoid overfitting in logistic regression we used stepwise variable selection.
As aforementioned, the bagging procedure consists in estimating models on a number of bootstrap samples of the original sample. We used 10 bootstrap samples to estimate 10 models (Perlich, Provost & Simonoff, 2004) . We didn't consider more samples because of the large sample size. Although more bootstrap samples might yield better performance, the reason for this number is twofold. First of all, companies that have a lot of customers do not have the time to estimate a large number of models. Second, our analyses showed that even with 10 bootstrap samples, we realized a substantial increase in predictive performance in comparison to a single tree. Third, the focus of this study is not on computational techniques but the length of the independent period. Our intent is to find out if bagging shows the same pattern as the other classifiers across different lengths of independent period.
Variables
In the model based on an explanatory period of one year, 113 variables are tested for significance. When the model is provided an additional year of data the variables are recomputed and the variables from the previous year are kept. Hence, the longer the length of the predictors period, the more variables are tested in the analysis. Variables that are invariant to time (e.g. gender, relationship category) and variables that are perfectly related to time (e.g. age) are of course not recomputed. As such 108 variables are added with each additional year, amounting to 1733 variables that need to be tested when the length of the independent period is 16 years. The amount of variables the different models have selected, and that are actually included in the final models, ranges from 31 to 54.
Both customer characteristics and relationship characteristics are included in the analyses. Since their identification (Cullinan, 1977) , many studies report three variables from the latter group as being the best predictors of customer behavior (e.g., Bhattacharya, 1998; Keaveney & Parthasarathy, 2001) : recency (and length of relationship), frequency and monetary value (Bauer, 1988; Baesens, Viaene, Van den Poel, Vanthienen & Dedene, 2002; Van den Poel, 2003) . Moreover, the direction of the relation between these variables and repurchase behavior and churn has been shown to be consistent across studies. Hence, in what follows we'll review them briefly. More frequent and heavier buyers (represented by the variable frequency) are more likely to display loyal behavior (Bauer, 1988; Van den Poel, 2003; Morrison, 1966; Lawrence, 1980) . Similarly, the more money a customer spends with the company (captured by monetary value), the higher the repurchase likelihood (Ganesan, 1994; Levin & Zahavi, 1996) . Adversely, the more time passes since the last purchase (recency), the lower the likelihood of repurchase (Van den Poel, 2003; Cullinan, 1977) . In addition to the RFM variables, length of relationship (LOR) also is a top predictor (Van den Poel, 2003; . Simpson (1987) asserts that the duration of the relationship also indicates relationship stability, meaning that the longer the LOR is, the higher the repurchase probability. Table 1 provides an overview of the included variables in this study and a brief overview of the relevant literature. All categorical variables were dichotomized in the analysis. Cullinan, 1977; Bauer, 1988; Van den Poel, 2003; Morrison, 1966; Lawrence, 1980 • 
Model performance
To evaluate the classification models' performance we'll use the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC or AUROC). AUC is argued to be an objective criterion for classifier performance by several authors (Provost, Fawcett & Kohavi, 1998; Langley, 2000) . The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is obtained from plotting sensitivity and 1-specificity considering all possible cut-off values (Hanley & McNeil, 1982) . AUC ranges from .5, if the predictions are no better than random, to 1, if the model predicts the behavior perfectly ( 4 Results and discussion Figure 3 shows the predictive performance, in terms of AUC, across the different lengths of the customer event history. Significance is reported for the differences between respective lengths of the independent period and one year. To determine the significance of the differences between the ROC curves we used the nonparametric test of DeLong, DeLong & Clarke-Pearson (1988) .
A first observation is that logistic regression outperforms the single classification tree. The performance of logistic regression and classification trees strongly depends on sample factors, such as the normality of the data, the amount of categorical variables, and the signal-to-noise ratio (Perlich, Provost & Simonoff, 2004; King, Feng & Sutherland, 1995) . Hence depending on the sample either logistic regression or classification trees can perform better. A second observation is that bagging in combination with classification trees outperforms logistic regression. This is consistent with literature in that the combination of bagging and trees often improves classification performance substantially (Perlich, Provost & Simonoff, 2004) and it has been shown to outperform logistic regression (e.g., Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt, 2010) . In sum, the performance of the classifiers we used is consistent with literature.
*p<.10, **p<.05, ***p<.01, ****p<.001
Fig. 3. Predictive performance across different lengths of the independent period
Next we'll discuss the relationship between the length of the predictors period on predictive performance. Interestingly, all three classifiers show a logarithmic increase in performance when the length of the independent period increases. After the fifth year, the increase in predictive performance seems to level off for two out of three classifiers (trees and trees + bagging). Moreover the significance of the difference with the minimum length of one year is not improving. Hence if the company in this study would take five years as a cut-off, it can discard almost 69% of its data and subsequently make substantial savings in data storage, data preparation and data analysis, with a minimum of loss in predictive performance. Other cut-offs can be considered too. For example, at a predictors period of 9 years, the increase in predictive performance of the third technique, logistic regression, also levels off. This still comes down to almost 44% percent of savings.
Conclusion and practical implications
In extant literature there are two main strategies to improve predictive performance: an algorithmbased strategy and a data-based strategy (Baecke & Van den Poel, 2010) . The former revolves around the evaluation of multiple algorithms on given data and the improvement or invention of algorithms. The latter focuses on augmenting the existing database with new data sources. As we mention in the introduction, the third dimension of predictive modeling, the time window, remains under researched. Hence, in the second section of this study we provided a framework for strategies of classification improvement involving the time window. Next, we analyzed one of those strategies in an empirical study.
We have used logistic regression, classification trees and classification trees in combination with bagging to study the relation between the length of customer event history and classification performance. We can conclude that the length of the predictors period is logarithmically related to classification performance.
The practical implication of our findings is that companies can generate efficiency gains in the modeling process. In a world where data is growing at an exponential rate (Manyika , Chui, Brown, Bughin, Dobbs, Roxburgh & Byers, 2011, p16) companies are especially looking for efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to answer this call using a time window strategy that allows companies to fine-tune the costly process of gathering, storing, cleaning, preparing and analyzing data (e.g. Malthouse & Derenthal, 2008; Risselada, Verhoef & Bijmolt, 2010) .
More specifically, the results show that the company in our analysis can trade a decrease of almost 69% of its data (i.e., increase in computational efficiency) for a small decrease in predictive performance (ranging from 0.0028 to 0.0001 depending on the classification technique) by reducing the length of the independent period from 16 years to 5 years.
6 Limitations and directions for future research
Although we are confident about our results, it is unclear whether they can be generalized over a wider range of subscription services. Hence, it would be interesting to validate our findings on customer databases in other industries. This would indicate whether the logarithmic relation between length of customer event history and predictive performance is typical for the newspaper industry or whether it holds for other services as well. Unfortunately, we only have limited access to such proprietary databases.
A second avenue for future research is to try additional analytical techniques. Although the techniques we used are the ones that are most commonly used in academics and business, it could prove valuable to investigate whether the same patterns can be observed with more recent advanced techniques such as random forests (Larivière & Van den Poel, 2005) , neural networks (Zahavi & Levin, 1997) , support vector machines (Shin & Cho, 2006) and random (multinomial) logit (Prinzie & Van den Poel, 2008) .
Finally, in the second section of our paper we provided a framework for time window-based strategies for model improvement. This paper studies one of those strategies. It could be especially valuable to explore the insights that can be obtained from the analysis of other time window configurations.
